Introduction

The primary goals of this Smart Attendance System are:

- To get the Employee Attendance report in more accurate and precise form using the Beacon Technology.
- To generate various accurate reports which are integrated with existing Share point portal.
- To ensure that System Administrator has appropriate level of control and oversight over employee work timings.
- Alert messages in the event of emergency.

This case study showcases how Winjit’s Unconventional way of implementing BLE based solution resulted in a system that was difficult to tamper with and ensured zero downtime to provide real time information and implement micro location based services.

Customer

The customers can be organizational level users where the attendance tracking is important. This solution can be utilized by public and private level users.
**Requirement**

System should allow integration with the SharePoint portal for generation of various kind of reports for the Attendance System using Beacon Technology. The Beacon uses Low Power and works on proximity to allow capture details of Employee who are near to iPad devices. This system also helps and lets the administrator know the latest location of checkout/in of the employee.

**Challenges**

Conventional approaches in beacon technology involved provisioning of hardware beacons which are paired or detected by a dedicated mobile application with a mobile phone having Bluetooth switched off. This kind of approach leads to inaccurate capturing of information that is dependent on the user’s infrastructure (mobile phone to be constantly switched on with Bluetooth). The approach primarily keeps the beacons as the initiator and the phone as the receiver.

**Solution**

Our team analyzed the requirements and worked out an unconventional approach of beacon adoption wherein iPad application was used as an initiator and beacon tags were used a receiver. The iPad application was placed at different access points and the beacon based identifier tags were made part of the identity swipe cards of the employees & will SYNC the data with the backend Database.

The iPad application being a receiver could capture the unique identifier tags of the employees and give real time status of check in and check out and reports of attendance. The iPad application is also allowing the Admin user to setup and register a new Employee.

**Benefits**

- Real time information of check in and check out thereby eliminating the need to depend on payroll software provider for month end analysis.
- Cost effective solution over conventional RFID based solution.
- Seamless integration with Enterprise and Payroll system.
- SSRS Reports integrated with SharePoint DB.
Achievements
Leveraging the capability BLE 4.0 for efficient tracking of people inside the building premises. The concept was extended for fixed asset tracking.

Conclusion
An unconventional way of implementing BLE based solution resulted in a system that was difficult to tamper with and ensured zero downtime to provide real time information and implement micro location based services.
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